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ABSTRACT 
This thesis investigates the option pricing framework for an underlying as-
set which follows a discrete stochastic dynamics of mean-reversion and GARCH 
model. The valuation of options requires the identification of a risk-neutral pric-
ing measure. A traditional approach determines the risk-neutral measure under 
which the discounted price of the underlying asset is enforced to be a martin-
gale using Esscher transform. While this approach is practical and theoretically 
sound for a tradable underlying asset, its application to non-tradable underlying 
asset remains unclear. This thesis considers a non-tradable (or non-deliverable) 
underlying asset that only its futures contracts are liquidly traded. Such a sit-
uation occurs in commodity markets in which assets are well-known to exhibit 
mean-reversion and stochastic volatility. We propose to identify the pricing mea-
sure by enforcing the expected discounted prices of the underlying asset to fit 
the observed term structure of futures prices of the asset. We demonstrate the 
use of this proposal by the GARCH model of Heston and Nandi (2000) by de-
riving the closed-form solutions of the characteristic functions under both the 
physical probability measure and the pricing measure. European options can 
then be valued via fast Fourier transform (FFT). This general framework is also 
extended beyond Gaussian innovations, and it is demonstrated using a normal 
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1.1 Option Pricing with GARCH 
The works of Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) have ushered in the 
era of derivatives valuation and the global financial market has been expanded 
ever since. Although some of the assumptions, such as the volatilities of the 
underlying assets are constant, have been relaxed, the principle of no-arbitrage 
pricing remains in most newly invented models. 
The Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) 
process initiated by Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) is one of the most popular 
methods in capturing the changes in the conditional volatilities of the underlying 
asset. Duan (1995) made the breakthrough by using GARCH in option pricing. 
The option pricing model by Duan (1995) links the GARCH process with contin-
gent pricing literature by introducing the locally risk-neutral valuation relation-
ship (LRNVR), which is a consumption-based system to transfer the probability 
measure P to an absolutely continuous pricing measure Q. This approach nu-
merically explains the systematic biases associated with the Black-Scholes model 
and supports empirical implementation when the variance rate is not observable. 
However, the system has to assume an expected utility function to be maximized. 
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In the actuarial science, Esscher (1932) transform is a useful tool in deriving 
asset dynamics under a pricing measure. Esscher transform has been applied to 
premium calculations and later to asset pricing models. A traditional approach 
determines the risk-neutral measure which enforces the discounted price of the 
underlying asset to be a martingale using Esscher transform. Badescu, Elliott and 
Siu (2009) bridged the gap between consumption-based models and asset-pricing 
models based on Esscher transform. Once the moment generating function of 
the return process is known, Esscher transform can be applied to match with a 
discount factor implied by the specified utility, function. One concern of Esscher 
transform is that there are infinite many choices to define the risk-neutral pricing 
measure. While this approach is practically and theoretically sound for a trad-
able underlying asset, its application to non-tradable underlying assets remains 
unclear. 
Although the pricing measure determination process is not absolutely clear, 
Heston and Nandi (2000) GARCH is famous in capturing both the stochastic 
nature of volatility and correlation between volatilities and spot returns. They 
proved empirically that the model privileged in having fewer errors when fitting 
the data and making predictions. The advantage of its efficient prediction lies 
in their definition of the special variance process. While simulation is the only 
method in option pricing for many types of GARCH, Heston and Nandi (2000) 
GARCH promises a full moment generating function under the physical measure 
and the risk-neutral measure. 
To increase the efficiency in option pricing, Carr and Madan (.1999) pro-
posed to use fast fourier transform (FFT) for models with a known characteristic 
function. The computing method on a European option requires only the char-
» « 
acteristic function of the terminal log-price of the asset under the risk-neutral 
measure. Therefore the main target of the thesis is to find the characteristic 
2 
function of the proposed model under the risk-neutral measure. 
1.2 Mean Reversion in GARCH 
This thesis considers a non-tradable (or non-deliverable) underlying asset that 
only its future contracts are liquidly traded. Such a situation occurs in commodity 
markets in which assets are well-known to exhibit mean-reversion and stochastic 
volatility. The mean-reverting effect exhibits the tendency for the stochastic 
processes to remain near, or return over time to long-run averages. 
For asset pricing, mean reversion in commodities is supported theoretically 
and empirically by Cecchetti et al,(1990) and Bessembinder et al .(1995). Mean 
reversion in currency exchange rates is shown by Jorion and Sweeney (1996) while 
Sweeny (2006) provides empirical evidence for mean reversion in the G-10 nominal 
exchange rates. Mean reversion in the U.S. equity market is also evidenced by 
Poterba and Summers (1988). 
For derivative pricing, Sorensen (1997) advocates the mean reversion for 
currency through the dynamics in the domestic and foreign term structure of 
interest rates. The mean-reverting model of Sorensen (1997) has been applied to 
currency option pricing by Wong and Lo (2009). The model proposed by Wong 
and Lo (2009) enables option prices to be simultaneously consistent with the 
observed future prices and the volatility smile of the option market. 
Wong and Lo (2009) introduces a super-calibration to assets with frequent 
observable future prices and option prices in a continuous time framework. How-
ever, commodities investors suffering from less data in derivatives have to switch 
to historical estimates of model parameters; thus the proposed model is set in the 
discrete-time framework. The innovation of the underlying asset from the model 
of Wong and Lo (2009) is normally distributed, which cannot produce a realistic 
shape of volatility smile. According to Duan and Pliska (2004), mean reversion 
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vanishes in a model with constant volatility, thus we incorporated mean reversion 
with stochastic volatility in our model, implying an incomplete market. 
1.3 Thesis Setting 
This thesis investigates the option pricing framework for an underlying asset 
which follows a discrete stochastic dynamics of mean-reversion and GARCH 
model. Given the non-tradable (or non-deliverable) underlying asset, we pro-
pose a tailored change of measure to fit in the liquidly traded future prices. The 
proposed change of measure connects the physical world to the risk-neutral world 
where option is priced. The paper suggests that a known moment generating 
function is helpful in finding the pricing measure and closed-form solution, which 
improves valuation efficiency. Recalling the advantage of Heston and Nandi-type 
GARCH, we design our model in a similar setting to obtain a full character-
istic function under the risk-neutral measure. With the help of FFT invented 
by Carr and Madan (1999)，option prices can be computed efficiently once the 
characteristic function is available. 
The rest of the thesis proceeds as follows: Chapter 2 gives a literature re-
view. Chapter 3 presents the model and a tailored change of measure to obtain 
the full characteristic function under the risk-neutral measure. Chapter 4 dis-
cusses the option pricing procedure under the model setting. Chapter 5 applies 
the proposed model to the crude oil derivatives data and reports model compari-






2.1 GARCH Model 
Traditionally in a discrete-time economy, it is assumed that trading occurs on 
dates specified by the time index set T = 0,1,2, ...T, where T < oo. Uncer-
tainty is associated with the probability space (0, T^ P) , where V is the physical 
probability measure and the filtration T = Tt with Tt representing the cr-field of 
market information available before and at time t. 
Under the physical probability measure V, the conditional value process 
Xt I J^t-i is assumed to be a normal random variable with mean Xt-i + /x and 
variance ht where the conditional variance process ht | J^t-i is a function of Xj 
and hj, for j = 0，1, ".,t — 1. Specifically, 
Xt = Xt-l + /i + \/KtZt� 
ht = Xt-2,a^o； ht-i, ht-2, ho), 
where zt \ J^t-i � A ' ' ( 0 , 1 ) . When H is a. linear function of ht-A, ht-2A,ho,At 
is the GARCH (p, q) process. 
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Bollerslev (1986) defined a GARCH (p, q) process under measure V as 
xt = xt-i + / i + y/JitZu 
P Q 
ht = w + Piht-i + ^ 
i=l i=l 
such that 
where p > q > 0] aQ > ai > i = 1,…’ Q'； A > 0, z = 1, 
The GARCH proposed by Bollerslev (1-986) has many alternative forms, 
and one of them is Heston and Nandi (2000) model. Under the physical measure, 
Heston and Nandi assumed the spot asset price St follows the process over time 
steps of length A to be 
In St = In St-A-^r + Xht + y/htZu (2.1) 
P Q 
ht = uj + Piht-iA -\-^ai{zt-iA _ 
i=l i=l 
such that 
V ^ Z J J T h � i V ( 0 , M ， 
where r is the constant one-period risk-free rate of return (continuously com-
pounded), and 入 is the constant unit risk premium. The advantage of having the 
^yht-iA into the original term is that by taking such form,-the Heston and 
Nandi-type GARCH promises a full characteristic function of xt | J^t-i, where 
T > t. -
In order to value an option under the risk-neutral measure Q, Heston and 
Nandi (2000) rewrote the equation (2.1) and claimed the model under the risk-
6 
neutral measure to be 
In St = \nSt-A + r - ^ h t + ^/htzl (2.2) 
p q 
ht = to + ^l3iht-iA + - + Q;i«_iA - 7l*\At-iA)2’ 
i=l i = 2 
where 
Zt = + 
* � 1 
7 i = 7 1 + A + - , 
where z^ is a standard normal risk-neutral distribution. However, it is not clear 
how to change from the physical measure to the risk-neutral measure. 
lip = q = 0, the GARCH process specified in (2.1) reduces to the standard 
homeoskedastic lognormal process in the Black-Scholes model. When p = q = 1 
and A —> 0, the diffusion limit of (2.2) leads to a continuous stochastic volatility 
model, which is the well-known Heston (1993) model: 
dlnSt = (/X — 
dht = [a - bht]dt + cry^dW/， 
where (i is the rate of return of the asset; a/b is the long run average price variance; 
b is the rate at which ht reverts to a/b] and W^ and W/ are correlated Wiener 
processes with correlation coefficient p. 
» » 
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2.2 Locally Risk-Neutral Valuation 
Duan (1995) initiated an option pricing model in the context of GARCH asset 
return process. He assumed the model under the physical measure to be 
Xt = 卜1 + r + A/it + V ^ 么 p q 
ht = w + X ] 胁 t-i + ^i^t-i^ 
i=l i=l 
where y/htZt | Tt-\ �•/V(0, ht) under measure V. 
In order to obtain the risk-neutral dynamics of the assumed processes in 
the physical measure, Duan defines a pricing measure Q to satisfy the locally 
risk-neutral valuation relationship such that 
E Q � X t l X t - “ : F t - { ) = exp(r), 
vaT%ii[XtlXt.,) I = vaT^{HXtlXt-i)丨 ^ t - i ) 
almost surely with respect to measure V. 
With the assumption that the representative agent is an expected utility 
maximizer, the relationship 
^ = U'{Ct) 
dp^ u'(Ct-iy 
where the utility function U(Ct) of the consumption amount Ct must be in an 
exponential affine form. • 
If the utility function is of exponential type, then the locally risk-neutral 
valuation implies Q-process to b e , ‘ 
Xt = Xt-i+r-^ht + ^/htzl , ： 
P Q 
ht = CJ + f + f — A)2， 
i=l i=l 
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where y/htZt | ^t-i � h t ) under measure Q. 
Duan's option pricing approach numerically explains the systematic biases 
associated with the Black-Scholes model and works empirically when the variance 
rate is not observable. However, the variance process is different from the Heston 
and Nandi's model under the risk-neutral measure by having ht-i out of the 
bracket, such difference takes all the possibilities away for an n-step analytical 
solution by Duan's approach. Thus with a clear method in change of measure, 
Duan's model can only be implemented by simulation. 
2.3 Conditional Esscher Transform 
Apart from the locally risk-neutral valuation, Esscher (1932) transform serves 
as a similar system in deriving risk neutralized dynamics in the actuarial sci-
ence. Esscher transform has been applied to premium calculations and later to 
asset pricing models. A traditional approach determines the risk-neutral mea-
sure under which the discounted price of the underlying asset is enforced to be a 
martingale using Esscher transform. Badescu, Elliott and Siu (2009) bridged the 
gap between consumption-based method of Duan (1995) and asset-pricing models 
based on Esscher transform. They showed that the conditional Esscher transform 
is consistent with the standard consumption capital asset pricing model (CAPM). 
The definition of the conditional Esscher transform is given by 
dQess A exp(0渐） 
… k \ K � � i M , 
where the conditional moment generating function “二、^^^一:=丑 
^t-i]- • < 
In particular, according to relationship between the no arbitrage assumption 
and an equivalent martingale measure (Harrison and Kreps, 1979; Jarrison and 
9 
Kreps, 1981 and 1983), the Esscher parameter 小七 is the solution of the following 
equation: 
+ 小 t) = 
By substituting the Esscher parameter (j)t back into the equation governing 
the physical process, Badescu, Elliott and Siu (2009) obtained the return dynam-
ics under the risk-neutral measure. They further showed the relationship between 
the conditional Esscher transform and the consumption-based transform. 
By the Bayes' rule, Elliott et al. (2006) derived the conditional moment 
generating function of yt evaluated at z given Ti-\ under Esscher transform as 
(d —似二万-i(如+之) 
M 秦 1 � - M ^ i � . 
The conditional Esscher transform can then be regarded as a special case 
of the Esscher transform, that is, when z = 1, 
yfi-⑴_《丨巧-i(於…) 
秦 1 ⑴ — 
=exp(rt). 
Esscher transform presents a strong mathematical support to the no arbitrage 
assumption and matches Duan's consumption-based transform. In option pricing, 
Esscher transform serves as a bridge from the physical measure process to the 
risk-neutral measure process. 
One concern of the conditional Esscher transform is that there are infinite 
many choices to define the risk-neutral pricing measure. While this approach is 
practical and theoretically sound for a tradable underlying asset, its application 
• \ 
to non-tradable underlying asset remains unclear. 
In this chapter, we had a brief review of the development of GARCH model. 
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To conclude, Heston and Nandi (2000) model promises a full moment generating 
function to price options while its change of measure is not clear. Duan (1995) 
initiated a locally risk-neutral valuation for the change of measure with a specific 
utility function to be set and the option prices are simulated. Badescu, Elliott 
and Siu (2009) matches the conditional Esscher transform with the consumption-
based change of measure. 
In the following chapters, we describe a mean-reverting GARCH (MR-
GARCH) process in a discrete-time economy for option pricing. Since pricing 
efficiency can be significantly improved by a closed-form characteristic function 
through FFT, we start with a Heston and Nandi-type GARCH to obtain a full 
characteristic function under the risk-neutral measure. Given the non-tradable 
(or non-deliverable) underlying asset, we propose a tailored change of measure to 





In this chapter, Section 3.1 defines a MR-GARCH (p, q) process under the physical 
measure. In a setting similar to Heston and Nandi (2000) model, Section 3.2 
presents a full characteristic function of the proposed model under the physical 
measure. Section 3.3 first explains the reason for not using the conditional Esscher 
transform but a newly proposed change of measure to fit liquidly traded future 
prices. With the proposed change of measure, the full characteristic function 
under the risk-neutral measure is ready for option pricing. 
3.1 The Mean-Reverting GARCH Model 
We consider a discrete-time economy where trading occurs on dates specified by 
the time index set T = 0,1,2,…T, where T < oo. Uncertainty is characterized by 
the probability space (^ 2，•F, V), where V is physical probability measure and the 
filtration T = Tt with Tt representing the <j-field of market information available 
before and at time t. 
• » 
Assumption 1, Under V, the spot asset price St (including accumulated inter-
est or dividends) follows a MR-GARCH {p, q) process over time steps of length 
12 
A as follows: 
In St = a\nSt-A-^b-{-Xht-{-\/htZu (3.1) p q 
ht = + ^ Piht-iA + ^ C^i{Zt-iA 一 7 i\/�_iA)2’ 
t=l i=l 
where uj, (5 and a are set to be positive. The innovation Zt is a sequence of in-
dependent identical distributed (i.i.d) random variables with a distribution with 
zero mean and unit variance, F(0,1). 
The parameter a denotes the mean-reverting factor and a € [0,1]. b is any real 
number to adjust the mean-reverting process.入 is regarded as risk premium and 
ht is the conditional variance of the process between t — A and A governed by the 
GARCH model which is •Ft-A-measurable. To ensure covariance stationarity of 
the GARCH (p’q) process, J^Li A + Yli=i < 1- The assumption is consistent 
with market practice. 
The MR-GARCH model is a generalized form of many processes. When 
p = g = l，A — 0 and Zt � iV(0，1) the MR-GARCH process converges to the 
continuous-time mean-reversion with stochastic volatility model of Wong and Lo 
(2009). The model is defined under the risk-neutral measure Q: 
dlnSt = I9{t) -nlnSt- '^]dt + y/U'tdW^, 
dvt = — bvt]dt + ay/v^dW^, 
where 9{f) is the equilibrium mean level of the asset against time; k is the mean 
reversion speed for the asset; the function a{t) is the equilibrium mean level of the 
volatility against time; the constant b is the mean reversion speed of.the volatility; 
and W^ and W/ are correlated Wiener processes with correlation coefficient p. 
In fact,. Wong and Lo (2009) simply added the mean-reversion (MR) prop-
13 
erty into the Heston (1993) model. However, since it is defined under the risk-
neutral measure and our proposed model is defined under the physical measure, 
we are interested in finding how the mean-reverting factor a is going to perform 
in the risk-neutral measure. 
If a = 1，the MR-GARCH process is exactly the traditional GARCH process 
described by Heston and Nandi (2000). 
Despite its generality, the proposed MR-GARCH model has many advan-
tages. First, it enables estimation by historical data. In a continues-time econ-
omy, option data is abundant for calibration. However, there are some markets 
with thin option data, which are inadequate for calibrating the risk-neutral dy-
namics. In such case, it is essential to make full use of the historical data. For 
example, in the crude oil market, the physical commodity is traded in various 
harbors around the world with its prices changing by time and exchange rates, 
while its oil futures are liquid and thus options are written on futures. However 
only at-the-money options can be recorded, and many other options are traded 
in the over-the-counter (OTC) market. This is when option data is thin and 
impossible to be calibrated. The second advantage is the MR-GARCH process is 
in a discrete-time framework while historical data is obtained discretely as well. 
By taking the diffusion limit, the model can deal with continuous-time problems, 
and its sub-case is described by Wong and Lo (2009). When a = 1, the model 
is assuming no mean-reverting effect, and Heston and Nandi (2000) model is its 
special case. Thus, the proposed MR-GARCH process is flexible and whether it 
is appropriate or not depends on its empirical performance. 
In order to develop the MR-GARCH option pricing model, we need to find 
the risk-neutral Q valuation relationship with the physical measure V. Since 
measure transformation usually requires the full moment generating function or 
characteristic function, we introduce first the characteristic function under V. 
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3.2 The Characteristic Functions 
The model is defined in the physical world and the calculation of its characteristic 
function under V measure comes naturally. The innovation in the model above 
is in a general setting and this thesis focuses on two specific cases: the standard 
normal innovation and the Normal-inverse Gaussian (NIG) innovation. 
Define the log-price of the asset to be Xt — In St and the innovation zt in process 
(2.1) follows the standard normal distribution. 
Proposition 1. Consider the MR-GARCH(p, q) process of Assumption 1. The 
conditional characteristic function of the process Xt \ Tt-i with Zt � iV(0，1) 
under the physical measure is given by 
= e x p {(arCf-A + 6 + Xht)\(j)t 一 . (3.2) 
Proof. The conditional characteristic function of Zt | J^t-A �A^(0，1) is 
fzM = E[_^[exp{i(f)tZt) I J^t-A 
=exp<j^ 一 全 外 
Since Xt | J^t-A is a linear transformation from Zt | J^t-A, the conditional charac-
teristic function of Xt is thus 
fxtlJ^t-A^^t) = K-Ai^M^^I'tXt) I J^t-A. 
* * 
= 丑 + b + Xhfh y/htZt]) | •^t-A: 
= e x p |(aa;t_A + b + Xht)i(pt —臺〜嫂 .口 
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The conditional characteristic function of the process Xt | J^t-i with Zt � 
iV(0,1) when p = q = 1 and A = 1 is 
fxt\j^t-Mt) = E^i^lexpiicPtXt) I J't-i 
= e x p | ( a x f _ i + 6 + Xht丫i(f)t — 臺 M ? } • (3.3) 
Assumption 1 allows the valuation of the log-price of the asset at time t given all 
parameters and ht known. 
Define yt = Xt — Xt-i = \n St — In St-i as the return process of the log-price of the 
asset. The characteristic function of yt at (pt given under V is evaluate as: 
= e x p I (a - l )xt- i + 6 + XhtYich — ^/it^^j . (3.4) 
Proposition 2. Consider the MR-GARCH(p, q) process of Proposition 1. The 
full moment generating function of the process xt | J^t-A with Zt � i V ( 0 , 1 ) under 
the physical measure is given by 
配 I 巧—A � = � A [ e x p [ 0 ; r T ] ] • 
= e x p + Dt-A,T,<p)Xt-A + At-A,T,<t> + XJ Bi^t-A,T,<pht+A-iA | 
X exp {g(7i’t—A’T,«^(么t-iA - l i y / h t - i A f ^， (3.5) 
« » 
where At,T,<f>, Bi�t,T’<h C\t,T�(h A,:r’(^ are determined via recursion in which the 
terminal condition is 义t’t’(^ = Bi^ T,T,(t> = Ci,T,T,4> = DT,T,(j, = 0 for all i. By 
16 
assuming that 71 = 72 = ... = 7g, the recursive relationship is given by: 
A-a,t,cP = At,T,</> -臺 ln(l - 2(aiBi^ t,T,<P + + &(0 + 以 + � B拟、少 , 
Bl’t-A,T’小=(A + a n ? )执’ t’7> + + + X((j) + Dt,T,cj>) 
I [(J) + Dt,T,cf> - 2 ^ 1 7 1 ^ 1 , - 27iCi,t,T,(^]^ 
2 - + Ci,t,T,<f>) ， 
^i,t-A,T,ct> =战 + 1 ’ � ’ 7 > + A^l.t.T,^ for i = 2’ " ” p — 1, 
Ci,t-A,T,<l> = Ci+u,T,cf> + f o r i = 2, ...，g - 2, 
Cq-I’t—A:r�4> = 0^qBi�t;i\<h . 
Dt-A,T,<1> = + Dt,T,4>) — (j>-
Proof. See appendix. • 
Define yt;r = x t — Xt-A = Vt + Vt+A + … + yr as the cumulative return pro-
cess of the log-price of the asset. By evaluating y? at (f)t given J^t-A under V, the 
moment generating function is give by 
= ^r-A[exp[(/)(a;r - | J't-i] 
= 远 … 丨 ( 3 . 6 ) 
By replacing (p with icf) where i = the full moment generating functions can 
be changed into the full characteristic functions. 
Normal distribution is well-known for the simple exponential affine charac-
teristic function, but the limitation is the absence of the heavy-tail effect observed 
from many assets dynamics. We try to maintain the advantage of exponential 
• » 
affine form characteristic function and meanwhile to explore heavy-tailed inno-
vations. Although its density function is complicated and hard to be integrated 
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directly, the normal inverse Gaussian (NIG) innovation offers a characteristic 
function in exponential affine form and a heavy-tail effect. 
In order to obtain the characteristic function for the NIG case, we first 
define Zt as a sequence of i.i.d. random variables of NIG{a\ j3\ where 
0 < <a\ fie RandO < 6'. According to Barndorff-Nielsen (1977, 1978), 
NIG{a\ /3\ ii\S') is a normal variance-mean mixture, in other words, NIG is a 
marginal distribution of z for a pair of random variables (z, w) where w follows in-
verse Gaussian (IG) distribution IG{S\ ^/a"^ - while the distribution z | lu is 
N(jjl' +(3'w,w�. The probability density function (p.d.f.) of NIG g{z]a\/3\ n\6'), 
according to Bardorff - Nielsen (1997), is defined as 
p(之;a ' ,/；，0 = exp("'么)’ 
where 
a{a\p\li\6') = t t V y/a^ - - fj：), 
q{z) = vTT^ 
and Ki is the modified Bessel function of third order and index 1, a ' , 8' are 
parameters, satisfying 0 a' ’ / / G R and 矿〉0 
The moment generating function of NIG is 
(th) = exp “ + — _ . 
The popularity of NIG distribution results from its relatively simple exponential affine 
form of the characteristic function. 
0 « 
Proposition 3. The conditional characteristic function of xt | ！Ft-i for a general-
ized GARCH(p,q) process with zt � iV7G(a ' ,/?'，//,under the physical measure 
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is 
(如）=EU[exp{ icPtXt) I J't-A] 
= e x p |(aa;f_A + b + Xht + fi 
X exp |V(x/q;'2 — — • (3.7) 
Proof. The conditional characteristic function of Zt | J^t-A � 1 ) is 
f z M = E[_^[exp{icl)tzt) I J't-A] • 
= e x p (ii'ick + - — y^a'2 — + . 
Since Xi | Tt-i^ is a linear transformation from Zt | J^t-A, the conditional characteristic 
function of Xt is thus 
/ i V t - A ( 如 ） = I ^t-Al 
=Ef_^[exp{i(J)tlaxt-A + b + Xht + \/h'tZt\) | Tt-A] 
= e x p |(axt_A + b + Xht + /i' 
X exp 一 " 2 _ y/Q/2 一 ( 卢 + 如 . • 
The full moment generating function of xt | J^t-A with Zt � N I G { a , p\ fj!,S') is not 
easy to obtain analytically and to be practical, we consider the conditional characteristic 
function of xt | Tt-i under NIG innovation when p = q = l and A 二 '1 to be 
/ i ； 丨 万 如 ） = I J^t-i] 
= e x p I [axt-i + 6 + A/if + } 
X exp — /5'2 一 如'2 _ (p'2 + • (3.8) 
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Similar to the normal innovation, yt evaluated at 4>t given ！Ft-i under V is: 
《 丨 ( 如 ） = E l . l e M ^ M I J't-i] 
= e x p | [ ( a - l)xt-i + b + Xhty/hi\i(f>t^ 
X exp _ + . (3.9) 
This section has derived the full characteristic function under the normal inno-
vation and the conditional characteristic function under NIG innovation in measure V. 
Since there are many ways to the risk-neutral world, the following section describes two 
of them: the conditional Esscher transform in Section 3.3.1 and our proposed transform 




3.3 Identification of Pricing Measures 
With the assumption that options are priced in a risk-neutral world, different methods 
have been developed to establish the relationship between the physical measure V and 
the risk-neutral measure Q. 
In a traditional GARCH framework, Duan (1995) identified the risk-neutral mea-
sure by consumption-based approach, that is, to assume an utility function to match 
the process in measure Q to the economic theory. This consumption-based approach 
is restricted to an exponential utility function and the estimation of the utility func-
tion is not an easy task. An alternative to Duan's approach is the conditional Esscher 
transform. 
3.3.1 Conditional Esscher Transform 
Once the moment generating function of the return process is known, Esscher trans-
form can be applied to match it with a discount factor implied by the specified utility 
function. Elliott et al.(2006) illustrated the use of Esscher transform in a simple form 
of GARCH under normal innovation: 
秦 i ( ) _ 《 丨 J � 
= exp(n). 
When the moment generating function is obtained, (pt can be solved in terms of the 
risk free rate n. ‘ 
Conditional Esscher transform is not limited to normal innovation. Badescu, El-
liott and Siu (2009) applied the change of measure to the traditional GARCH model 
under both normal innovation and normal inverse Gaussian innovation. For the MR-
GARCH model, the steps to the risk-neutral world by the conditional Esscher trans-
0 » 
form are the same, except that by identifying the variance process as the Heston and 
Nandi-type, we can have the conditional characteristic function under the risk-neutral 
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measure. 
For NIG, we just computed the p — q = 1 case because of the subtle difficulty in 
obtaining (t)t from the MR-GARCH (p, q) model. 
Proposition 4 Consider the MR-GARCH (1,1) with NIG innovation, i.e. zt � 
NIG{a , , IX ,d'), the moment generating function of the return process yt in the 
Q measure is 
- exp � • 
= e x p I (a - l)xt-A + b + Aht + /li'y/Jhj 
X exp - (" ' + y/hM^ — oT^ - [/?' + + cf^t)?)^， 
where 如 can be solved as: 
, 二 -{9 + + + 斤-（1 + - a'2 + 內 
中 t — (1 + l/d )^ht 
_ — + + ^(Mlv^AlM + p')2 _ (1 + l/d2)((2/?'^/^^二/u+d2)2 — + 广2) 
= (1 + l/d2)ht 
where d = ^^-[("-D^^-Ay+A^tWv/^] ^ d g =如'V^^^fn+cf. 
0 ^Ct 
Proof. To simplify the procedure, we first set 
, = n - (a - l)xt-A + 6 + + /i'yTt ]^ 
f = \^'2-[广 + ^ ( 1 + 似]2， 
where d = e - f and e^  — f = 2p'y/hf\- ht{2(j)t + 1). Thus we have 
# « 
= 如 Yd = v ^ + y^t(l>tr 
“ • . 
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Hence (j)t is the positive root of the equation 
^ht, 2P'y/JTt + ht + cf '2 I / r ^ n2 
+ ^ ] = a 力一 W + Vfk(f>t) 
Let g =邻 ^t+ht+d? to further simplify the equation, with the condition that 
没2 - c/2 + /5'2 < 0, we would find the the positive 如 to be 
二 + + + P'Y - (1 + yd^W — + 
啊 一 (1 + l/d^)ht 
_ 即 + P') + A^l^lE^^ + P')2 — (1 + _ 仅'2 + 广 2) 
= (1 + l/d?)ht •口 
Since the NIG innovation case presents a complicated conditional moment generating 
function, it is not easy to tell the risk-neutral process, making it even harder to reach 
the conditional characteristic function under risk-neutral measure. With the algorithm 
of computing 如’ it is possible to do Monte Carlo simulation, which is time-consuming. 
Another approach in getting an analytical solution for NIG innovation is to use the first 
four moments to approximate the full moment generating function. It can cooperate 
with Monte Carlo simulation for a more accurate solution. 
Even for the normal innovation, we encounter difficulties to obtain a full charac-
teristic function. 
Proposition 5 Consider the MR-GARCH (p,q) with zt � A / ' ( 0 , 1 ) , the conditional 
risk-neutral moment generating function of the return process yt under the risk-neutral 
measure is 
< 1 巧 - A � = e x p { [ n - \ht]z + 令 • (3.10) 
Proof. By taking Esscher transform, the return process yt | Tt-i under the risk-neutral 
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measure is 
= e x p I (a - l)xt-A + b { X + (f)t)ht + ^ht | . 
We thus solve for 如 and get 
n-{a - l)xt-A - h-\ht � 
如= 7 A. 
ht 
By substituting 如 back to the moment generating function of yt \ J^t-i under the risk-
neutral measure, we obtain the result in Proposition 4. • 
By analyzing the moment generating function from the result of conditional Es-
scher transform, we get the Q measure for t from 0 to T: 
In St = In St-A + r t - b - ^ h t + y/JTtg, (3.11) 
p q 




= 力 + A + 去 + ( - 1 ) ” - 八 + 6 -
2 ht . 
\ 
The result is similar to Heston and Nandi (2000) model, but there are two dif-
ferences. 
1) In our proposed model, a does not necessarily equal to 1，and in fact we would like 
to see the mean-reverting effect when a <1. ‘ • 
2) Under the physical measure, we assumed the adjusting factor to be b instead of n . 
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The two differences lead to the result that after conducting the conditional Es-
scher transform, the mean-reverting factor a is moved from the log-price process to 
the variance process. Since (a — 1) In^^-A + b = rt may not always hold for all t, a 
full moment generating function is not guaranteed. Thus the Heston and Nandi-type 
GARCH lost its advantage in terms of analytical tract ability. 
Another concern is raised about discrepancy of the future price and the risk-free 
rate rt. In a complete market, when there is no mean-reverting effect, future price is 
Ft^ T = exp[rf • (T — t)]St^ which does not hold for most of the market circumstances. 
To give an economical explanation, we may have to invoke another model with more 
factors, such as the convenient yield or carrying cost. In this thesis, we try to bypass 
the economical discrepancy by enforcing the future value to match with the pricing 
measure. 
3.3.2 Our Proposed Change of Measure 
The thesis adopts a different approach, to replace the risk-free rate by the future price 
over the current underlying asset price. In terms of Esscher transform, we need to 
extract the discount rate from the future price, which means to find the new discount 
factor 0t,t+A from exp(沒t’t+A) = to replace rt in Section 3.3.1. 
Definition. With the knowledge of future term structure observed at t — A, the mo-
ment generating function of a return process yt | J^t-A under the risk-neutral measure 
is 
M 仏 : = 销 = e x p {&-A’t } ’ (3.12) 
where dt—�t is the futures implied discount factor for the pricing measure Q. It is 
observed at the initial time and matures at time t. Here we assume that the future 




A generalized transformation from the definition above for the cumulative return pro-
cess yt^T when A = T - t is 
抓队 J ) — ， （3’13) 
= (3.14) 
The figure below shows the observed future term structure on every trading day. 
Future term structure 
75 -p- — ： — — — 
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Figure 3.1: Future term structure 
Observed future term structure on every trading day from January 3, 2007 to 
May 24，2007 
The percentage difference between the futures at different maturities serves as 
the expected discount prices under the risk-neutral measure. To match the risk-free 
rate step by step, from T to T - A, from T - A to T - 2A, until initial time, is 
exactly to fit in the future term structure. Since the moment generating functions are 
available, the proposed Esscher transform is thus one of the best choices leading to the 
analytical solutions for option pricing. 
With the full characteristic function under the normal innovation in V measure, 
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we can find the characteristic function under the risk-neutral measure Q by the proposed 
change of pricing measure. 
Proposition 6. The risk-neutral moment generating function of yt,T when z{t)� 
_/V(0,1) is given by an algorithm: 
Step one: 
mQ U ) - <『丨、八 (… ) 
= e x p 卜、A’7>:Cf_A + + Kt-A,T,zht+A-iA^ 
X exp 一 W ‘ i A ) 2 j (3.15) 
where 
^lt-A,T,z = Bi^ t-A,T,<j)+z - Bi,t-�T,<f> for i = 1,2，...,p； 
^lt-A,T,z = Ci,t-A,T,4>+z 一 Ci^t-A,T,<p for 2 = 1,2, ...,q- 1; 
Dt-A,T,z = Dt-A,T,<j>+z - Dt-A,T,<j>-
The terminal condition is At,t,cP = = Ci,T,T,(f> = ^T,T,(f> = 0 for all i. By 
• • 
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assuming that 71 = 72 = = 7g, we can have the recursive relationship as follows: 
= t^,T,cj> —臺 ln(l - 2(ai召i，t’7V^ + C"i，t,7>)) + 6(0 + A.t,^) + 
Bi,t-A’T�<j> = (A + T,<f> + + B2�t�T�<j> + + Dt�T�小、 
I [0 + Dt,T,(i> —  2q;i7I召i，t，T,0 -
2 - 4(aSi’i’r，0 + (\t;r,<t>� 
Bi,t-A,T,<p = + PiBi^t,T,<p for i = 2, - 1 
Bp,t-A,T,(I> = /^p5l,/,’T,0 
Ci,t-A,T,4> = Ci+i^t,T,(P + Qii+i 丑 i,t’T，(^  for i = 2,..., q-2 
= aqB�t,T,<(> -
A-a ’T,0 = + A,T’(/)) -
Step two: Solve (j) from the equation = 
Step three: By substituting (j) back, we obtain 
Proof. 
= 巧 — J d 公) 
= e x p - Dt-A,T,cl>)Xt-A} 
X exp {At-A,T,<p+z - A-a,t,cI>} 
xexp 
xexp 
r • p <3-1 飞 
二 e x p I + + Yl ^lt-A,T,zht+A-iA + _ W " 卜 込 尸 [ 
I i=l i=l J 
The rest of the steps are similar to the conditional Esscher transform.' • ’ 
By comparing Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2’ we find that by the conditional Esscher 
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transform, the mean-reverting factor a is moved from the log-price of the asset process 
to the GARCH process, leading to a loss of analytical tractability of full moment gen-
erating function. Given that we can not retain both the mean-reverting effect and the 
analytical solution for option pricing, nor can we give a sound economical explanation 
of the discrepancy between the implied future price and the risk-free rate, we proposed 
a new method forcing the risk-neutral discount factor to fit in the future term structure. 
By doing so, we can benefit from the observation of future-term structure up to the 
maturity of the option, especially when the underlying asset is non-tradable. 
The disadvantage of the conducting the conditional Esscher transform to our 
proposed model is that it results in a deterministic local volatility. The mean-reverting 
effect disappears from the log-price process and enters in the variance process under 
the risk-neutral measure, making it impossible for a full moment generating function. 
However, in a multiple-step transform as proposed in this section, the volatility is truly 
stochastic and the mean-reverting effect will not move to the volatility process. 
We note that only Heston and Nandi-type GARCH model can take the advantage 
in obtaining the analytical tractability. Having obtained the full characteristic function 
under the risk-neutral measure with normal innovation in this chapter, we then develop 





4.1 Fast Fourier Transform 
Once the characteristic function under the risk-neutral measure is available, the Eu-
ropean Option valuation can be calculated by FFT advocated by Carr and Madan 
(1999). The major contribution of the computing method by Carr and Madan (1999) 
is its efficiency in producing call prices for N different strike prices for a known risk-
neutral characteristic function. By their method, we are able to manage complicated 
models with accuracy and without the loss of efficiency. This section describes the FFT 
algorithm. 
The plain call option has the payoff function 
- 1<�0), 
where K is the strike price and T is the maturity of the option. Let k = \t].K,xt = In St 
and qT{x) be the risk-neutral density of log-asset price x. According to Carr and 
Maddan (1999), the modified call price is 
* » 
CT{k) = e x p ( a k ) C T ( k ) , 
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for some constant a > 0，where Crik) = J^ exp(-rT)(exp(,T) - exp{k))qT{x)dx. 
Due to the damping factor exp(Q;A:)，the fact that Cxik) is not square integrable over 
(—00,00) makes it simple while the Fourier Transform of CT{k) is insured by 
碰 = L - 斷 ⑷ dk = … — 叫 ( 2 … 乂 ^ ’ (4.1) 
where f is the characteristic function obtained in Section 3.3.2. 
Taking the reverse transform, we can therefore find the call prices numerically: 
Crik) = r e x p m M O d ^ = ^ ^ ^ � e x p ( 例 械 诚 . ( 4 . 2 ) 
加 J-oo . Jo 
Call values are then determined by substituting ipriO into the integration of the func-
tion above, which is a direct Fourier transform and lends to an application of the FFT. 
By the Trapezoid rule for the integral, we set = r}(j — 1) to approximate the 
value to be 
Crik) « ^^^^(M^i)v + expii^jvk)MMv) + ^ ^ ^ E 
j=2 
(4.3) 
The FFT returns N values of k for a regular spacing size of 入 where log2 iV G N. 
The FFT requires that \r] = Hence the values of k,s are ku = -b + \{u — 1) 
for u = 1,2,..., N, which corresponds to log strike prices ranging from -b to b, where 
b = NX/2. Replacing k by ku yields 
Crik) « ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ X>xp[-iA77(j - l)(u — 1)] exp(ib^j)M^j)rj. (4.4) 
j=i 
The FFT is an efficient, algorithm for -computing the sum: 
N Y 2tv 1 
L � . � 
for k = 
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4.2 Option on Futures 
With full knowledge in option valuation by FFT under the corresponding asset dynamic, 
this thesis analyzed options on crude oil futures instead of the physical commodity. 
The observed futures and its underlying commodity showed strong correlation but still 
different dynamics. 
As a special case for empirical analysis, in the crude oil market, at a certain 
time t = 0, the most liquid futures observed mature at time Ti, T2 = Ti + 1 Month, 
T3 = T2 + 1 Month and T4 = Ta + IMonth. This chapter describes the empirical 
performance of the single lag (p = q = 1) version of GARCH model, taking A = 1 
trading day. ‘ 
Since options and futures do not always share the same maturity. Let T be the 
maturity of the option and T^ the maturity of the futures. In practice, T < T^. In 
the crude oil market, the most common options are on the futures with same maturity, 
while in the OTC market, options have a shorter maturity than futures. 
Proposition 8, When T = Tjm, i.e. the futures and options share the same ma-
turity, 
max(FT^(T) - K,0) = max(5T - K,0), (4.5) 
The proof is trivial since Ft{T) = E^[exp{xT)] = M^{xtA = !)• Since the risk-
neutral characteristic functions of xt under different cases have been obtained by 
Proposition 6, we could implement the algorithm of FFT described in section 3.1 and 
thus find the closed-form solutions of options on the future. 
In a more general setting for the crude oil market, if the option contract matures 
at Tn, we need the characteristic function of xtn-
Proposition 9. When T < Tn, i.e. the futures have a longer maturity than their 
options, 
1) at time t = T, Ft(Tjv) 二 = 1), and 
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M孕、xtn�小、=exp {(j)XT + At,Tn,(I> + ^T.Tyv.-^ ^T+i + Ct,Tn,(I>^t}> where 0 = 1 and the 
terminal condition is Atj^^t^^^ = Btn,Tn,小=Ctjv.t；^,^ = 0； 
2) at time t = 0，M^{xt ’ hT+i,(t)) = exp {(f)Xt + At,T,<p + Bt,T,(t>ht+i + Ctj\(j>Xi}’ with 
the terminal conditions that >U’t’0 = = ^r .Tiv ,^ , and CV’r，0 = Ct,Tn,(I>. 
By replacing (j) with {(p, we can get the full characteristic function under the risk-neutral 
measure. Without the loss of generality, we present the procedure in finding the risk-
neutral moment generating function of xt2 . 
Corollary 9.1 The risk-neutral characteristic function of xt2 when z{t)�N(0,1) can 
be obtained by the algorithm below: 
First step: Since the physical measure characteristic function can be generalized to 
multiple-step computation, 
M萃A工 n.,^) = 
= e x p {{icf) + Cti,T2,0)^Ti + ^Ti,T2,<P + ^Ti.Ta.^/^Ti+l} 
^t-i,T2,<t> = A-i,T2,<f> + � t ’ T 2 ’ 0 —臺 ln(l - 2aBt,T2,4>) + &(0 + Ct�T2�4>�� 
Bt-i，n�小=A(0 + Ct,T2,ct>) + {(3+ )Bt,T2,<f> + ’ 
= + (a - !)</>. 
satisfying the terminal condition that At2,T2,<(> — 0, Bt2,T2�<I> = 0 and Ct2�T2�4) — • for 
t = Ti, ...,^2- By substituting back to the second iteration, we get 




^t-i,Tu<p = A-i,TucI> + —臺 ln(l — 2aBt,Tu<i>) + K^ P + C't.Ti,^), 
t^-i.Ti.cA - A(0 + Ct,Ti,cl>) + (p + 0；7 )Bt’7\’小 + 2-4aB ’ 
Ct-ij\,cf> = aQ,Ti’0 + (a — 
satisfying the terminal condition that = T^i,Ti,(；& 二 Bti,T2�(I) and 
二 CtuT24 for t = 0, ...,Ti. 
Second step: We can solve for • from 
泰 ⑴ = 替 
— 《 1 秦 1 ⑷ 
= e x p + 召?-i,T2，i"t + A*-i.T2,i} 
= e x p {(Ct-1^T2,<^>+1 - + (-Bt-l,T2,(p+l -
X e x p - At-i,T2,<p)}， 
where "^=�2 ig observed at i — 1. Since = C^ —1,7^ 2’<^ +i — it is inter-
esting to note that for j = 1,2,...,�2，C't2-;,T2,i = ^^  _ 1，which is independent of (f). 
And the value of 小 can be solved numerically by making the above equation hold. 
Third step: With the value of 0, we can then compute the n-step moment generating 
function under risk-neutral measure by substituting • back to the equation 
mQ ⑷ 一 + 
- MP � 
J/t-l.TjKt-l 
==exp{C7_i’;r2’A-i + B;Li’;r2’A + � - i , T 2 ’ ; J 
• « 
= e x p {{Ct-i,T2,(l)+z — + {Bt-i,T2,4>+z - Bt-i;r2,4>)ht] 
X exp {(At_i’T2’<H"Z -成-i，T2’<^)}. 
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Again we find that for all j = 1，2’...’ T, C牛—j’T�z = ~ 1)么’ which is independent of 
Finally, we replace z and 0 by z • i and (j). i respectively where i = to get the risk-
neutral characteristic function. Proof. The proof is a two-step version of Proposition 6 
with MR-GARCH (1,1). • 
4.3 Numerical Analysis 
According to Proposition 6, we can compute the option in one-step by FFT with the 
closed-form characteristic function. Recall the Esscher transform, we have derived the 
risk neutral process of the asset, which means we can also do Monte Carlo simulation 
to exam the same GARCH process. Table 4.1 compared the two approaches. 
Table 4.1: FFT v.s. Monte Carlo simulation of the GARCH model 
" K / S FFT Monte Carlo % Diff. 
0.95 5.4639 5.4694 0.10% 
0.96 4.8547 4.8645 0.24% 
0.97 4.2567 4.2597 0.06% 
0.98 3.6631 3.6531 0.26% 
0.99 3.0606 3.0460 0.39% 
1.00 2.4444 2.4439 0.06% 
1.01 1.8307 1.8463 0.72% 
1.02 1.2565 1.2700 1.01% 
1.03 0.7675 0.7621 0.47% 
1.04 0.3987 0.3801 4.99% 
1.05 0.1612 0.1502 6.83% 
From table 4.1’ the option prices computed by both FFT and Monte Carlo simu-
lation is with little difference. Thus the accuracy of the closed-form option valuation is 
evidenced by the Monte Carlo simulation. The computing time through FFT is 0.0313 
second while the computing time is 30.8125 seconds by Monte Carlo after simulating 1 
million simulated paths. Therefore FFT is proved to be an efficient computing method 
for the model with a shorter computing time while the percent differences between the 
two computing methods is small. 
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Next step is to check the prediction of the model with the real quote of the 
market from Blomberg and compare it with the Black-Scholes model. Since only the at-
the-money option prices are recorded, the proposed model advances the Black-Scholes 





Empirical Analysis - Application 
to the crude oil market 
5.1 Description of data 
Crude Oil futures are standardized, exchange-traded contracts in which contract buyers 
agree to take delivery, from the sellers, a specific quantity of crude oil (e.g. 1,000 barrels) 
at a predetermined price on a future delivery date. 
Crude Oil options are option contracts in which the underlying asset is a crude 
oil future contracts. The holder of a crude oil option possesses the right (but not the 
obligation) to assume a long position (in the case of a call option) or a short position 
(in the case of a put option) in the underlying crude oil futures at the strike price. This 
right will cease to exist when the option expire after market close-on the expiration 
date. 
Crude oil is the world's most actively traded commodity and West Texas inter-
mediate (WTI) is a type of crude oil used as a benchmark in oil pricing and is the 
underlying commodity of New York Mercantile Exchange's oil futures contracts. The 
NYMEX Division light, sweet crude oil futures contract is the world's most liquid fo-
rum for crude oil trading, as well as the world's largest-volume futures contract trading 
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on a physical commodity. Because of its excellent liquidity and price transparency, the 
contract is used as a principal international pricing benchmark. 
The thesis takes CLl, the one-month future of WTI as the underlying asset of 
the European option. In the study of the option on futures, there is approximately 21 
trading days for each month, and options mature on or before the maturity of their 
underlying futures, which are referred to by proposition 5 and 6 in Chapter 2. 
5.2 Estimation 
The model is specialized in dealing with mean-reverting, which is a long-term effect of 
many natural resource prices, such as crude oil prices, natural gas. First of all, one 
should check if such feature is embedded in the dataset to be analyzed by running he 
Augmented Dickey Fuller test. In other words, whether a ^ 1 has to be tested. The 
Augmented Dickey Fuller test is model free and in case it suggests that a = 1, the 
traditional Heston and Nandi's model is more suitable. 
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Figure 5.1: Mean reverting effect 
Mean reverting effect of WTI from January 3，2007 to December 31, 2007, 
Prom the data set, the ADF p-value is 0.0546，which suggests a rejection of the 
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null hypothesis of the test and credit the alternative hypothesis that a 1, more 
precisely in the case, a < 1. Figure 1 shows the WTI quotes for 252 days in 2007. For 
a 1, one can guess the initial mean-reverting factor a with the help of AR model. All 
parameters can be obtained as MLE with corresponding residuals denoted as zt- For 
case a = 1 case, we are assuming a model with no observable mean-reverting effect. 
By the data from WTI, (3 and b are wasted, while A � 0 . In the other case, the 
risk premium A is a negative number, which has been observed in energy commodity 
markets by Doran and Ronn (2008). 
Table 5.1: Maximum likelihood estimation 
GARCH (spot) GARCH a = 1 (spot) 
~w0 .0000655989928 0.000274790837224 
/3 0.4988746978261 0 
a 0.0000104946986 0.000115549305673 
7 151.8160946060709 32.431853997409149 
a 0.6510371192816 -
b 1.4360784966057 0 
A -33.2655884173999 6.821936169575664 
Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the GARCH model with A = l(day) using 
the spot WTI levels and its 1-month future CLl levels for the model with normal 
innovation. 
In5t = alnSt-i + b + Xht + \/htZt, 
ht = UJ + (5ht-i + a{zt-i - l\/ht-if . 
The log-likelihood function is = -0.5(ln ht + zf), where T is the number of days 




Since we have obtained the characteristic function in two-step in proposition 8, the 
closed-form call option can be computed by FFT. With the parameters estimated above 
using the past two weeks data, we can calculate the call price today with our proposed 
model, which is 1.2706. By Black-Scholes model, we can get a call at 1.6681，while the 
observed call price today is 1.0808. Both our proposed model and Black-Scholes model 
over-valued the call option, but our model advanced the Black-Scholes model in a lower 
premium for the at-the-money option. 
Table 5.2: Model comparisons 
Realized price GARCH Model Black-Scholes Model 
1.0808 1.2706 T i m 
1.0642 1.2715 1.7310 
1.2192 1.2717 1.7923 
1.2315 1.2709 1.8520 
1.1001 1.2703 1.9102 
The computing speed of the GARCH model is comparable with that of the Black-
Scholes model. Without loss of computing efficiency, the proposed model showed a 
stronger prediction than the Black-Scholes mode, even though they both indicated 
higher prices than the real prices in the energy commodity markets. 
Since our proposed model supports simulations, we tried to plot 10 paths of the 
predicted volatilities in figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2 reports the predicted 210 volatilities by the calibration using the first 
42 days WTI spot prices. In practice, the input data should be constantly updated for 
a more accurate prediction. 
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Figure 5.2: Model implied volatility 
Annualized volatility derived from the option of futures on WTI and the 
annualized volatility simulated by the GARCH model from January 23, 2007 to 




Summary and Future work 
This thesis investigates the option pricing framework for an underlying asset which 
follows a discrete stochastic dynamics of mean-reversion and GARCH model under the 
physical probability measure. The proposed Heston and Nandi-type GARCH model 
has been applied to European options on crude oil futures when its underlying asset 
is non-tradable (or non-deliverable) and only its futures contracts are liquidly traded. 
With the observable future term structure, we find the unique Esscher transform to 
determine the risk-neutral measure. 
In the case of NIG innovation, the conditional characteristic function has been 
derived and options can be valued by Monte Carlo simulation. In the case of normal 
innovation, the analytical solution for option pricing has been derived from the char-
acteristic function implemented through FFT. The accuracy and efficiency for the case 
of normal innovation is evidenced by the numerical examples. 
The option pricing framework proposed by the thesis can be applied to other 
commodities with mean-reverting effect where future term structure is the major or even 
the only source implying the expected discounted prices to its underlying. This research 
has studied the practicality of NIG innovation and approximated its heavy-tailed effect. 
Other heavy-tailed distribution could also be explored to find the andytical solutions 




Proof of Proposition 2 To find the moment generating function, we guess the solution 
have the log-linear form under the physical measure: 
MxrlJ^M = Etlexp[(l>XT]] 
=exp ] (0 + Dt,T,ci>)xt + At,T,4> + 
xexp 
We also have = ET[exp[(pXT]] = exp((^XT), and the terminal condition is 
= Bi,T,T,cf> = = Dt�t�4> = 0 f o r all i. 
To be more clear with the expression in the iteration, we write At+A,T,(j) = A{t-\-
A;T,0) ; Bi,t+A,T,<P = Bi{t + A;r’(/)); Ci,t+A,r,^ = + A ; r ’ 0 ) and A+a’t’<^ = 
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B y law of iterated expectation, we get 
= 场 [ / ( i + A ; r，0 ) ] 
= E t exp I (f)x{t + A) + A{t + A; T , (/>) + ^ B i { t + A; T , (j))h{t + 3A - iA) 
- \ i=l 
9-1 \ -
+ Z + A; r , (l)){z{t + 2A - iA) - 7 i x A ( “ 2 A - i A ) ) 2 + D{t + A; T, + A) 
= E t [exp + A; T , � ) + (<?：) + D{t + A; T , (f>)) (ax{t) + b + Xh{t + A) + 我t + A)z{t + A ) ) 
{t + A;T, (t>)h(t + 2A) + C'i(i + A ;T, 0)(z(t + A) - 71 y/h(t + A))^ p . 
+ + T, (f>)h{t + 3A — iA) • 
i=2 
9-1 \ _ 
+ + A ; T , 0 ) { z { t + 2A - iA) - Ji御+ 2 A - i A ) ) 2 
= E t [exp + A; T , 0) + (</> + D{t + A; T , 0)) (ax{t) + b + Xh{t + A) + y/h{t + A)z{t + A ) ) 
/ P 9 \ 
(i + A ; T ’ 0 ) 卜 + E p i h { t + 2A - 仏） + E ai{z{t + 2A - iA)-飞 
V i=l i=l / 
+Ci(t + A; T ’ 0)[z{t + A) - 71 我t + A))2 
P - i i 
+ Bi+i (t + A; T, (t))h{t + 2 A - iA) . 
i=l 
9-2 \ •] 
+ ^ Q+i {t + A-,T,(l>){z{t + A- iA) - 7i+i 御 + A-iA))2 
i=i y . 
= E t [exp + A; T , 0) + (0 + D{t + A; T , (ax{t) + b + Xh{t + A) + + A)z( i + A ) ) ； 
+Bi (t +A; T , (/>)ai (z(t + A) - 71 y/h(t + A)f 1 
+ C i { t + A ; T , (/>)(z(t + A ) — 71 御 + A ) ) 2 • 
/ P 9-1 \ 
+ B i ( t + A ; T , < ^ ) U + X ^ ^ ih( t + 2 A - 込 ） + E tti+i (2(t + A - z A ) — 7 i + i + 
\ i=l i=l J 
p-1 • 
+ Y, Bi+i{t + A; T , (f))h(t + 2 A - iA) 
i=l 
<7-2 \ -
+ Q+i + + iA) - 7i+i + A - zA))2' � 
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=exp{A{t + A ; T, </)) + (0 + D(£ + A ; r , 0)) {ax{t) + b + Xh{t + A ) ) 
/ P 9-1 \ 
+历(力 + A; T’ 0 ) 卜 + E ( 3 ih { t + 2A - iA) + E ai+iiz{t + A - iA) - 7^ +1 yJh{t + A-iA)f 
\ i=l 1=1 ) 
p-1 
+ Bi+i(t + A ; T, (f))h{t + 2 A - iA) 
i=l 
9-2 
+ Y l C'^ +I (力 + A; r ’ 0) {z{t + A - zA) - 7i+i x//i(i + A - zA))2) 
i=l 
xEt exp ( ( 0 + D{t + A ; T , 0 ) ) \ / / i ( £ + A)z{t + A ) 
Hcy-iBi{t + A ; T , 0) + Ci(£ + A ; T , (j)))(z{t + A ) - 71 y/h{t + A)fJ 
=exp{A{t + A ; T, <56) + ((^  + + A ; T, (/))) ( a r c � + b + Xh(t + A ) ) + ojBi(t + A ; T, cfy) 
+PpBi {t + A ; r , (j))h{t + 2 A - p A ) • 
-\-CiqBi{t + A ; T, (f)){zit + 2 A - qA) - jqy/h{t + 2A - qA))^ 
p-i 
+ Y, {Bi+i(t +A;r,</)) + piBi+A;r,(f)))h{t + 2A - iA) 
g-2 
+ Y, {Ci+i(t + A ; T, 0) + ai+iBi(t + A ; T, 4>))(z(t + A - i A ) - 糾 御 + A - 込 們 
i = l 
xBt [exp ((aiBi(t + A; T,0) + Ci(t + A;T, + A) 
+ (0 + + A ; r ’ 0) - 2^171 J5i (t + A ; T, 4>) 一 + A ; T , 0)) yjh{t + + A ) 






= e x p ( A ( i + A; r , 0) + ((^  + + A; T, 0)) (ax{t) + b + Xh(t + A)) + uBi (t + A; T, (j)) 
+PpBi [t + A; r , + 2 A - pA) 
+cy.qBi{t + A; T, (P)(z(t + 2A — qA) - 7,x//i(£ + 2A - gA))^ 
p-i 
+ [ (Bi+i(t + A; T, (t>) + (3iBi{t + A; T , 舰 七 + 2 A - i A ) 
i=l 
9-2 
+ E {Ci+i{t + A;T, 0) + ai+iBi{t + A ; r , + A -込）一 7 i + i + A - 込))” 
xEaexp((aiBi(i + A; T, cjy) + Ci(i + A; T, 0)) 
V 广"丄八、丄 </> + + A ; T , (/>) - (力 + A ; T, — 2 7 i C i ( ^ + A ; T , 0 ) / ^ ^ t — - x r V 
W M t + A) (a i5 i ( t + A;r ’ (rt + Ci(t + A ; r ’ 0 ) ) 
+ + 2 a a i B i ( t + A ; T , 0 ) - 2 7 1 C 1 jt + . A ; T � c t > ) f 
二 exp(Z(i + A; r ’ 0) + (</) + + A ; r , {ax{t) + b + Xh{t + A)) + uBi{t + A; T, 0) 
+(3pB认t + A; r ’ 飘 t + 2 A - pA) 
+aqBi{t + A; T, (l)){z{t + 2A — qA) 一 -fq^h{t + 2A - qA)f 
p-i 
+ 5；] (Bi+i (t + A; T, 0) + PiBi {t + A; T,舰t + 2 A - i A ) 
i=l 
q-2 
+ ^ (Ci+i(t + A; T, (/)) + ai+iBi(t + A; T , + A - zA) - 7i+i\A(i + A - 込 ) ) 2 
i=l 
W i { c ^ i B i ( t + A ; T , 0 ) + C i ( i + A ; r , 舰 t + A ) 
(小+ D(t + A',T,c/>) — 2cei7iBi {t + A- T, 0) - 271C1 (t + A;T,州？ 
4(aiBi (t + A; T, 0) + Ci (t + A; T, 0)) � )) 
X e x p l n ( l - 2{aiBi{t + A ; T , </)) + Ci{t + A ; T , • 
\ 2 
((/) + D f t + A ; T ’ 0 ) - 2 a i 7 i B i f t + A ; T , ( r t — 2 7 1 C U 力 + A ; T ’ 州 2 
+ A ;T ,0 ) + Ci(t + A ; r , (/)))(! - 2(aiJ5i(i + A;T,(^) + Ci(t + A ; T，0 ) ) ) � ) ) 
« « 
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二 exp((/>.T(0 + [A{t + A; r, 0) + 6(0 + + A; r，0)) + UJBI(t + A; T, 0) 
- I ln(l — 2(aiBi(t + A;T, 0) + Ci(i + A;T, 0)))] 
+[A(0 + D(t + A; T, 0)) + B2(t + A; T, <f>) + PiBi {t + A; T, 0) 
+ A; T, 0) + Ci(t + A; T, 0)) 
+ + + A; T, (/>) - 27iCi(t + A; T, 
2(1 — 2(aiSi(t + A;T,0) + + A ; T , • ^ � ) 
P - i 
+ (A+I (t + A; T, 0) + A^i (i + A; T, (l)))h{t + 2 A - i A) 
i=2 
+PpB认t + A; T, (P)li(t + 2 A - pA) 
g - 2 
+ ^ + A;T’ (？^) + ai+iBi(t + A;T, cP})(z(t + A - iA) — Ji+^^/h(t + A - iA)f 
i=l 
+agBi{t + A;T, (f))(Xt + 2 A - gA) - + 2A - qA) f 
The following solution assume 7i = 72 = • • • = 7q- By comparing coefficients 
with the guessed solution, we have: 
A{t',T, (j)) = Ait + A; r , 0) + + + A; T, 0)) + a;5i(£ + A; T, 0) 
- i 1x1(1 - 2{aiB,{t + A ;r , 0) + Ci(t + A;T, • 
= X{ct) + D{t + A; T, 0)) + B2[t + A; T, 0) + A ^ i (i + A; T, 0) 
+7i(«iBi(t + A ;r , (/>) + Ci(i + A;T, 0)) 
(0 + + A; T，0) — 2^171^1 (t + A; T, (/>) — 271C1 (t + A; T’ (t>)f 
2(1 — + A; T, + Ci(t + A; T, • 
Bi{t-,T, (j)) = Bi+i (i + A; T, 0) + A^i (i + A; T, 0) fori = 2 ’ .， . ,p—1 
Bp{t-TJ) = ； + A ; T , 0 ) 
Ci(i;r, (t)) = Ci+i (t + A; T, (/)) + ai+i^i(£ + A; T, 0)) for i = 1 , . . . , g - 2 
* • 
D(t]T,(j}) = a((/) + L>(i + A ; T, </)))-(/> 
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The generating function can be obtained by iteration. • 
GARCH (1,1) Process 
A special case for the above GARCH (p, q) process is when p = q = 1. Based on the 
following stochastic volatility model: 
ln(5(0) 二 CI ln(5(i - A ) ) + 6 + Xh{t) + y/h(^z{t) 
h{t) =0； + Ph{t - A) + a{z{t - A ) - - A))^ 
We want to find the generating function of = ln{S{t)y, we guess the function 
have the log-linear form: 
= e x p ( 0 a : � + A{t] T, (j)) + B{t] T, (f))h{t + A) + T, (j))x{t)) (7.1) 
Based on the fact that /(r;T’0) = ET[exp(0a;(T))] = exp((/)x(T)), we have the 
terminal condition A(T; T, = B(T-, T, 0) = C(T; T, 0) = 0. 




= E t i e x p i M m 
= E t l E t + ^ l e x p i M T ) ) ] ] 
= ( 力 + A ; r ’ 0 ) ] 
= E t [exp {(l)x{t + A) + A{t + A; T, (j)) + B{t + A; T , 飘 t + 2A) 
+A;T,(/))x(t + A ) ) ] 
= E t exp (0 (ax{t) + b + Xh{t + A) + y/h{t + A)z{t + A ) ) 
+A{t + A; T, (f)) + B{t + A-T, (j)) (u + _ + A) + a{z{t + A) - 7 御 + A))2) 
+C{t + A; T, 0) ^ax{t) + r + Xh{t + A) + sjh{t + A)^(£ + A ) ) ) ] 
= E t exp ((0 + C(i + A ; r , 0)) (ax{t) + 6 + Xh{t + A) + y/h{t + A)z{t + A ) ) 
+A{t + A; r , </)) + + A; T, (/)) 




=exp( ( ( / ) + C{t + A]T,州{ax{t) + h + Xh{t + A)) 
+A(t + A; r ’ 0) + + A; T, 0) (cj + Ph{t + A))) 
xEt [exp ((0 + C{t + A; T，0)) y/h{t + A)z{t + A) i 
+aB{t + A ; r ’ 0)(>(力 + A) - 2-fy/h{t + A)z(t + A) + 千h�t + A ) ) ) 
= e x p ( ( ( ^ + C{t + A; T, (f))) {ax{t) + b + Xh{t + A)) 
+A{t + A; T, (/)) + + A; T, 0) (cj + Ph(t + A))) 
X 场 [ exp 卜 A ; r ’ 釣 卜 + 一 + 二 
+aj^B(t + A; r , + A) - aB(t + A; T, (t>) 
X � 2 a 卯 + A ; T ’ 0 ) • 叫 . 人 
= e x p ( ( 0 + C(£ + A; T, (j))) [ax[t) + h + Xh{t + A)) 
+A{t + A ; r , (f)) + B{t + A; T, 0) (w + _ + A)) 
+ A; T, (j))h(t + A) -aB{t + A; T, 0) 
= e x p ( ( 0 + C(i + A ; T , 0)) {ax(t) + b + Xh{t + A)) 
+A{t + A;T, (j)) + B{t + A ; T , (f)) (co + _ + A)) 
+ A; T, + A)-aB{t + A-,T, 0) 
乂 广於 + C7(亡 + A ;T ,0 ) - 2a-fB{t + A;T，0) . 
H 2 a 邵 + A;r ’ (^) 傳 + ) 
X e x p ( - i l n ( l 一 2ocB{t + A; T, 0)) 
a 卯 + A ; T ’ 0 ) + + T, cjy) - 2a'yB{t + A; T, 0) / A ' 
十1-2q；卯 + A ; T ’ 0 ) V 2aB{t + A-T,(l)) • 斤 十 ） j ) 
* * 
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= e x p (0.7； (i) 
+ A(t + A;T,(f>)-i-cjB(t + A;T,(P)-^ ln(l 一 2aB(t + A; r ’ 0)) + 6(0 + C(t + A; T, 0)) 
+[A(0 + C(i + A ; r , </>)) + + + A; T, 4>) 
挤(力+ A ; r ’ 0 ) + + T, 0) — 2onB�t + A; r ’ 0 ) ) 2 
1 — + A ; T ’ 0 ) V + A ; r , 0 ) ； J、十 J 
+ + A ; T , 0 ) + a ; 5 ( i + A; ln(l - 2aB{t + A; T, (/>)) + 6(0 + + A ; T , 州 
+ [A((/) + C(t + A; r , 0 ) ) + (/? + + A; T, 0) 
1 (0 + + A; T, 0) - + A; T, 
+ 2 l - 2 a ^ + A ; r ’ 0 ) W t + A ) . 
By comparing coefficients with equation the guessed solution, we have: 
A{t-, T, 0) = A(t + A; T, 0) + + A; 7\伞~)-\ ln(l - 2aB(t + A; T, 0)) + 6(0 + C(t + A; T, 0)) 
B{t-,T,(P) = A(0 + C{t + A; r , 0)) + (/? + + A; T, (^ ) 
1 ((/> + + A; r , (/)) - 2or(B�t + A; T，(^ ))^  
2 l -2Q!B( i + A;T, 0) 
With the above recursive formula, the generating function can be calculated by-
iteration. The result is used by Corollary 9.1. • 
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